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Mr MELHEM: I also rise to speak on the Forests Amendment (Forest Firefighters
Presumptive Rights Compensation) Bill 2021. I had the privilege in my previous
life as a secretary of the AWU of representing these great people, great forest
firefighters, and I was just talking to Dr Ratnam about the campaign back then to
actually rename Department of Sustainability and Environment seasonal firefighters
and actually call them forest firefighters. That campaign came from the shop floor,
from AWU delegates and CPSU delegates, to basically convince management and
the government back at the time that they should be called what they are—forest
firefighters—and I am pleased that that name has been adopted.
Forest firefighters have been over many, many decades—and to a lesser extent in
more recent times, in the last dozen years or so, when they started getting the
recognition they deserve—the forgotten cousins. Normally you see them in green
overalls, and there has been a lot of focus on the CFA—and I am not talking about
careers and volunteers—who do great work, but there has been more focus when
there are big fires in Victoria on the yellow uniform. But we often do not talk too
much about the men and women forest firefighters who do some terrific work who
wear the green uniform. They tend to go and fight fires in the forest. Most of the
time it is away from the public eye.
They get picked up by helicopters. Just with hand tools they get dropped in the back
forests to put these fires out or do some back-burning. They do some great work.
They put their lives at risk to keep us safe. That is why I am pleased that, as
promised, the Andrews Labor government has introduced legislation into this place
to recognise that firefighters, whether they are CFA, volunteer or career, should be
entitled to presumptive rights in relation to diseases they pick up as part of
performing their work, particularly cancerous disease.
So, the commitment was given by the government back then to actually extend that
to forest firefighters, and we are here today delivering on that commitment. I am so
pleased that the government and particularly the Premier have done this. I
remember some discussions I had with the Premier—he was in opposition back
then, in 2012—about forest firefighters when a commitment was given to treat them
as emergency services workers. He came through on that commitment, and they are
now treated as emergency services personnel. Today is another example. That is the
commitment of Premier Andrews and the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change to basically deliver that and make sure that forest firefighters are
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treated no differently from any other firefighters in the state of Victoria—so
members of the FRV, volunteers and career firefighters.
Also, I want to pay tribute to the continuous campaigning by forest firefighter
employees, delegates and health and safety reps, led by their unions. For the
Australian Workers Union, Ben Davis has been a great advocate in continually
advocating to make sure that presumptive rights are extended to forest firefighters.
The secretary of the CPSU, Karen Batt, has also being advocating greatly to make
sure that presumptive rights are extended to the forest firefighters.
Nearly 3000 people will be affected by this decision, making sure they are given the
same rights as other firefighters around the state of Victoria. There has been a
debate about whether or not they deal with the same fires as, let us say, metro
personnel or the CFA. Well, to me, fighting a fire is fighting a fire; you are using
similar chemicals. Therefore, these firefighters should be entitled to be treated
exactly the same. This bill will basically address that issue and make sure these
firefighters now are treated equally. Let us hope not many of them will actually
have to put in a claim for developing cancer as a result of doing their job. I do not
want to see any worker putting in any WorkCover claim, but at least we know if a
worker has been exposed and they develop cancer, this legislation will provide the
avenue for these workers or firefighters to be able to put in a claim and for the claim
to be accepted because of the presumption as to how they have developed that.
There is a qualifying period in the legislation. Mr Rich-Phillips has gone through a
number of clauses in the bill, and I do not intend to go through them in detail, apart
from saying there are some rules which will apply to how people will be able to
access the scheme. For example, presumptive rights mean that if an eligible forest
firefighter meets the relevant qualifying requirements, and their cancer is one of the
12 cancers listed, then the cause of the cancer will be presumed to be due to their
employment or service. The presumption can be rebutted where there is evidence
that the cancer is not due to their employment service. So it is based on years of
service, and the cancers are listed in the bill. For example—and I will not go
through them all, they have got different qualifying periods of years of service—
primary site brain cancer has a qualifying period of five years working or fighting
fires, while another one, primary site breast cancer, has 10 years. So the list
basically will give a bit of guidance about how forest firefighters can actually
access the scheme.
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The scheme is very similar to schemes in other jurisdictions in Australia, so in some
ways it might be playing catch-up. I am very pleased that the government has
brought this legislation to the house to make sure that the forest firefighters in
Victoria are treated equally to other firefighters, like the CFA volunteer firefighters
and the career firefighters employed by FRV. And it is a bit disappointing that Mr
Rich-Phillips has sought to sort of politicise this—he could not help himself—in
relation to the CFA and various other things.
This is about making sure everyone is treated equally. Whether you are a volunteer,
whether you are working for the CFA or whether you are working for the FRV—
whether you are a volunteer or career firefighter or you are actually employed by
the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning and you are classified as
a forest firefighter—we treat all firefighters in the state of Victoria as equals. And
should they develop this horrible disease, cancer, during the period of their
employment or after that, and if they meet the qualifying period, then at least they
do not have to go through many hurdles to actually prove the length of their
employment. The clear definition of ‘years of service’ should be enough to actually
address that problem, and then they can focus on their recovery and get themselves
well.
I think it is an excellent bill to make sure these forest firefighters are being looked
after, and basically the government is honouring its commitment as we always have.
If we say we are going to do something, we will do it, and we actually deliver. I
want to commend the Premier and the minister on bringing this bill to the house to
make sure our forest firefighters are treated equally.
With these words, I commend the bill to the house.

